PROTECT & INVEST IN YOUR CTP VEHICLES WITH GM ACCESSORIES
ADD ACCESSORIES TO YOUR CTP VEHICLES AND BENEFIT FROM THESE 3 EFFECTS

PROTECTION FROM DIRT & DAMAGE

CUSTOMER ACCESSORY DISCOVERY

ADDED PROFIT UPON SALE

Loaner vehicles often don’t see the same precautions or care a customer has with their own vehicle,
so make sure you’re doing your best to protect your
CTP vehicles. Premium All-Weather Floor Liners
and Integrated Cargo Liners are simple adds that
require little to no installation time but offer premium protection. Would you rather be shampooing a
stained carpet or rinsing off a floor liner?

Use your customers’ time in a loaner to introduce
them to GM Accessories in a no-pressure environment. Some customers need to actually experience
these accessories in their daily routines before they
understand the high value they add.

Most loaner units aren’t sticking around for the
longterm. Eventually you’re going to want to make
the sale, and when you do you’ll see extra profit due
to the accessory adds.

As the saying goes, “you don’t know what you got till it’s
gone”, and your customers may request those accessories if they don’t have them on their personal vehicle.

NOT FOR RETAIL DISTRIBUTION

You’ll also see the vehicle better preserve its value
due to the protection accessories that have been
guarding it against daily use.

EASY ACCESSORY ADDS FOR CTP VEHICLES

PREMIUM ALL-WEATHER FLOOR LINERS

Add the first line of defense against tracked-in dirt, sand,
snow and moisture. These liners are specifically designed
to provide precise coverage around the interior trim, driver
pedals, seat tracks and door jambs.

INTEGRATED CARGO LINER

The Integrated Cargo Liner covers the cargo area floor and
the back of the rear seat, providing enhanced protection
when carrying items of various sizes. Since this liner articulates with the 60/40 split-folding rear seat, it does not need to
be removed when carrying passengers in the rear seat.

Make time fly for your passengers with the DVD Headrest
System. It features dual DVD players & monitors mounted to the
front seat head restraints. Wireless headphones & a remote control allow passengers to enjoy the audio without disturbing the
driver. This system also features a USB port and auxiliary ports.

Description

MSRP1

DLR COST

$Add

Description

MSRP1

DLR COST

$Add

Description

MSRP1

DLR COST

$Add

Front & Rear

$190.00

$142.50

$47.50

Jet Black with Logo

$125.00

$93.75

$31.25

Dual DVD Players

$1995.00

$1496.25

$499.75

Based on 2018 Traverse

UNIVERSAL TABLET HOLDER

Second-row passengers will enjoy added convenience to using
tablets on the road with an adjustable Universal Tablet Holder
that accommodates most tablets. It securely holds a single
tablet against the front seatback in a choice of Portrait or Landscape orientations, attaching to the front-row headrest posts.

Based on 2018 Equinox

KEYLESS ENTRY SYSTEM

This Keyless Entry System features a keypad that allows you
to lock/unlock your vehicle using a five-digit PIN rather than a
key or a key fob.

Based on 2018 Traverse

MOLDED SPLASH GUARDS

These Custom Molded-In Color Rear Splash Guards with Bowtie logo fit directly behind the rear wheels of your vehicle to
help protect against tire splash and mud. Specially designed
for your vehicle, they include styling features that complement the lower trim of your vehicle.

Description

MSRP1

DLR COST

$Add

Description

MSRP1

DLR COST

$Add

Description

MSRP1

DLR COST

$Add

Includes 2 USB Power Ports (shown)

$150.00

$112.50

$37.50

Keyless Entry System Keypad

$125.00

$93.75

$31.25

Rear with Bowtie Logo

$50.00

$37.50

$12.50

Non-Powered

$95.00

$71.25

$23.75

Based on 2018 Equinox

Based on 2018 Traverse
1

HEADREST DVD ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price. See ADI for details.

NOT FOR RETAIL DISTRIBUTION

Based on 2018 Equinox

